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Sound sample 1 (8 min., in German, 8 MB)
Sound sample 2 (10 min., in German, 10 MB)

Phänomenologie des Geistes
Bearbeitet und gelesen von
Martin Grimsmann und Lutz Hansen

MP3-CD
Hörbuch
Spielzeit:
28:40 Std.

Phänomenology of the mind (full version) 28:40 hours, in German, Euro 49,-
From phenomenology: The preface, the introduction and the sensual certainty 210 min., in German, Euro 17,-
Introduction to the science of logic: The (Great) Logic 180 min., in German, Euro 17,-
Einleitung in die Naturphilosophie

Betrachtungsweisen  Stufensystem  Notwendigkeit, Zufälligkeit, Freiheit

MP3-CD
Spielzeit: 120 Minuten

Bearbeitet und gelesen von Martin Grimsmann und Lutz Hansen

www.hegel-system.de
ISBN 3-939194-04-2

Introduction to the philosophy of nature 120 min Euro 12,-
Einleitung in die Philosophie des Geistes

Betrachtungsweisen und Begriff des Geistes

MP3-CD
Spielzeit: 110 Minuten

Bearbeitet und gelesen
von Martin Grimsmann
und Lutz Hansen

www.hegel-system.de
ISBN 3-939194-06-9

Introduction to the philosophy of mind 110 min Euro 12,-
Lecture on the Philosophy of Law 10 hours, in German, Euro 23,-
Vernunft in der Geschichte
Einleitung in die Philosophie der Weltgeschichte

Hörbuch
MP3-CD
Spielzeit: 5:47 Std.

Bearbeitet und gelesen von Lutz Hansen
www.hegel-system.de
ISBN 978-3-939194-56-9

Cover: www.dietwald-doblies.de

Reason in history: Introduction to the philosophy of history 347 Min Euro 19,-
From the philosophy of history: The Orient 6 hours, in German, Euro 19,-
Aus der philosophischen Weltgeschichte GWF Hegels: 

Die Römische Welt

MP3-CD
Spielzeit: 190 Minuten

Bearbeitet und gelesen
von Lutz Hansen

www.hegel-system.de
ISBN 978-3-939194-46-0

From the philosophy of history: The Roman World 190 Min Euro 17,-
Aus der philosophischen Weltgeschichte GWF Hegels:
Die Griechische Welt

MP3-CD
Spielzeit 2:47 Std.

Bearbeitet und gelesen von Lutz Hansen

www.hegel-system.de


From the philosophy of history: The Greek World 167 Min Euro 17,-
Introduction of the lecture on aesthetics: The Philosophy of Art 6 hours, in German, Euro 19,-
From the aesthetics: Honour, love, loyalty or knighthood 80 min Euro 10,-
From the aesthetics: tragedy, comedy, drama 150 min., in German, Euro 12,-
Einleitung in die Philosophie der Religion

Religion und Zeitgeist  Von Gott

MP3-CD
Spielzeit: 4 Stunden

Bearbeitet und gelesen
von Martin Grimsmann,
Lutz Hansen und
Klaus Corcilius

www.hegel-system.de
ISBN 3-939194-18-2

Introduction to Philosophy of Religion 4 hours, in German, Euro 17,-
Einleitung in die Geschichte der Philosophie
Stufensystem  Verhältnis zu Wissenschaft und Religion  Freiheit des Denkens

Bearbeitet und gelesen von Martin Grimsmann und Lutz Hansen

www.hegel-system.de
ISBN 3-939194-20-4

Introduction to the history of philosophy 6 hours, in German, Euro 19,-
Encyclopedia of Philosophical Sciences I-III (Logic, philosophy of nature and philosophy of mind) 10 hours, in German, Euro 19,-

Prices including postage

Order at info@hegel-system.de

Hegel texts see below

<>
Phänomenologie des Geistes

Phänomenology is one of the most important works of philosophy. Hegel published it in 1807 as the introductory part of his overall concept, a methodologically coherent “system of science”, which he extended until his death in 1830.

In a way that is still unique today, the “Phenomenology” the necessary progressive reciprocal relationship of the forms of our consciousness with its object contents. Our knowledge develops here before our mental eye from its simplest level to its highest appearance.

Order at info@hegel-system.de

[G.W.F. Hegel's Phenomenology of the Mind from 1807 (full version) Edited and read by Martin Grimsmann and Lutz Hansen

MP3-CD 28:40 hours, in German, 49,- Euro

Phenomenology” is one of the most important works of philosophy. Hegel published it in 1807 as the introductory part of his overall concept, a methodologically coherent “system of science”, which he extended until his death in 1830.

In a way that is still unique today, the “Phenomenology” the necessary progressive reciprocal relationship of the forms of our consciousness with its object contents. Our knowledge develops here before our mental eye from its simplest level to its highest appearance.

Order at info@hegel-system.de

<>
From G.W.F. Hegel's Phenomenology of the Spirit from 1807: The Preface, the Introduction and the Sensual Certainty Edited and read by Martin Grimsmann and Lutz Hansen

MP3-CD 210 min., in German, 17,- Euro

Content:

Preface: 1 The purpose of the preface 2 Truth is only as a scientific system 3 Transition to a new period of the spirit 4 The substance is to be understood as a subject in the same way 5 The principle is only the beginning of philosophy 6 Task to lead the individual to knowledge 7 The known is not the known 8 The true and the false. From mathematical recognition 9 The method is the construction of the whole 10 Reason, reason and speculation 11 Speculative rate examples 12 Genius and common sense

discharge: Recognition as a tool or medium. The fear of truth Provisions of knowledge and truth

A. Consciousness, I. The sensual certainty: a. This; immediate object b. Mine; direct I c. Whole sensual certainty; direct relationship

Hegel's self-disclosure of phenomenology
G.W.F. Hegel Introduction to the logic of 1812 Edited and read by Martin Grimsmann and Lutz Hansen

MP3-CD 180 min., in German, 17,- Euro

Content: Preface to the first issue - Metaphysics and Logic new concept of scientific treatment - phenomenology and logic
Preface to the second edition - Thought forms and language - scientific and natural thinking Introduction - general concept of
logic - previous concept - true Viewpoint - Method - Study of logic Classification of logic into being, essence, concept - The
doctrine of being - The beginning of science ? Classification of being in quality, quantity, measure - Classification of Quality in
Being, Existence, Being Forward Being - Nothing - Becoming (Unity of Being and Nothing: emergence/ passing)

Order at info@hegel-system.de
G.W.F. Hegel: Introduction to the philosophy of nature from the Encyclopaedia of Philosophical Sciences (1830) §§ 245-252 with the notes and additions. Edited and read by Martin Grimsmann and Lutz Hansen

MP3-CD 120 min., in German, 12,- Euro

Content: Approaches to nature: - practical relationship (§ 245) - theoretical consideration (§ 246) concept of nature - otherness of the idea (§ 247) - necessity and Randomness instead of freedom (§ 248) System of stages (§ 249) - contradiction of necessity and randomness (§ 250) from the dead to the living to the spirit (§ 251) - classification (§ 252)

Order at info@hegel-system.de

<>

G.W.F. Hegel: Introduction to the philosophy of mind §§ 377-386 of the Encyclopedia of Philosophical Sciences (1830) with the notes and additions. Edited and read by Martin Grimsmann and Lutz Hansen

MP3-CD 110 min., in German, 12,- Euro

Order at info@hegel-system.de
Content: Perspectives of the mind § 377 self-knowledge § 378 rational and empirical psychology § 379 speculative psychology § 380 difficulty of speculative psychology Psychology Concept of the spirit § 381 Position of the mind on nature and logic Concept of the mind § Section 382 freedom Section 383 disclosure Section 384 three forms of disclosure Classification (§ 385,386)

Order at info@hegel-system.de

G.W.F. Hegel: Lecture on the philosophy of law (1819/20) Edited and read by Martin Grimsmann and Lutz Hansen

MP3-CD 10 hours, in German, 23,- Euro

Content: Introduction - Overview of science 1. the abstract law 1.1 Ownership 1.2 The Treaty 1.3 The injustice 2. morality 2.1 The act and the intention 2.2 The good and the intention 2.3 The good and the conscience 3. morality 3.1 The family 3.1.1 The marriage 3.1.2 Ownership of the family 3.1.3 Dissolution of the family 3.2 Civil society 3.2.1 The system of needs 3.2.2 The administration of justice 3.2.3 The police (administration) 3.3 The State 3.3.1 Internal constitutional law 3.3.1.1 The princely power 3.3.1.2 Governance 3.3.1.3 The legislative power 3.3.1.4 The public 3.2 The external constitutional law 3.3 The history of the world
G.W.F. Hegel Reason in history Introduction to the philosophy of world history

MP3-CD 5:47 hours, in German, 19,- Euro

Content: A. Treatment types in history B. Definition of the Spirit in World History C. The course of world history Geographical basis of world history Classification

Order at info@hegel-system.de
G.W.F. Hegel: From the lectures on the philosophy of history: The Orient Edited and read by Martin Grimsmann and Lutz Hansen

MP3-CD 6 hours, in German, 19,- Euro

Content: China - India - Buddhism - Persia - Zendvolk - Assyrians - Babylonians - Medes - Syria - Judea - Egypt

Order at info@hegel-system.de

<>
G.W.F. Hegel: From the lectures on the philosophy of history The Roman World Edited and read by Lutz Hansen

MP3-CD 190 min., in German, 17,- Euro

Content: First section. Chapter One: The Elements of the Roman Spirit 1. difference to the Greek world 2. a robber state 3. hard morals 4. religion of expediency 5. festivals and games. Chapter Two: The History of Rome up to the Second Punic War 6. the first kings 7. patricians and plebeians 8th conquest of Italy. Second phase: Rome from the second Punic Wars to the Empire 9. rise to world power 10th Caesar. Third section. First chapter: Rome in the imperial period 11. emperor and private citizen. Chapter Two: Christianity 12th birthplace of Christianity 13. the importance of Judaism 14. idea of the unity of God and man 15 "Blessed are the pure in heart 16. the dogma of the Trinity 17 The church becomes powerful. Chapter Three: The Byzantine Empire 18th Western Rome and the Byzantine Empire 19th Decline of the Byzantine Empire

Order at info@hegel-system.de

<>
G.W.F. Hegel: From the lectures on the philosophy of history The Greek World Edited and read by Lutz Hansen

MP3-CD 167 min., in German, 17,- Euro

The Greek world: 01 The Youngling Age of History Section One: The Elements of the Greek Spirit 02 The foreign in itself 03 Mixing with foreign peoples 04 Princes as heroes 05 The Trojan War 06 Greek colonies 07 The sense in the sensual 08 The beautiful individuality Second section: The designs of beautiful individuality First chapter: The subjective work of art 09 The human body as an organ of the spiritual Chapter Two: The Objective Work of Art 10 Transforming the forces of nature into individual gods 11 Randomness of the Greek gods 12 Humanisation of the gods Chapter Three: The Political Artwork 13 Democracy 14 oracles, slaves, city states 15 The wars with the Persians 16 Athens 17 Sparta 18 Short flower of Greek morality 19 The Peloponnesian War 20 The ruin of the Greek world 21 The principle of Socrates 22 The Macedonian Empire Third section 23 The decline of the Greek spirit

Order at info@hegel-system.de

<>
G.W.F. Hegel: Introduction of the lecture of aesthetics Introduction to the philosophy of art Edited and read by Martin Grims- 
mann and Lutz Hansen

MP3-CD 6 hours, in German, 19,- Euro

Content: I. Limitation of Aesthetics and Refutation of Some Objections to the Philosophy of Art II. Scientific treatments of 
beauty and art 1. art history and art theory 2. plato's idea of the beautiful 3. the philosophical concept of beauty III Concept of 
artistic beauty Ordinary ideas about art 1. the work of art as a product of human activity 2. the work of art as being taken 
from the sensual for the human sense 3. a) Imitation of nature 3. b) Representation of the human interior 3. c) Substantial 
purpose of art Historical deduction of the true concept of art 1. the Kant Philosophy 2nd Schiller, Winckelmann, Schelling 3. 
the irony Classification of art Position of art in relation to finite reality and to religion and philosophy

Order at info@hegel-system.de

<>
G.W.F. Hegel: Honour, love, loyalty or: the knighthood from the lecture on aesthetics. Edited and read by Klaus Corcilius, Martin Grimsmann and Lutz Hansen

MP3-CD 80 min., in German, 10,- Euro


Order at info@hegel-system.de
<>
G.W.F. Hegel Tragedy, Comedy, Drama from the lecture on aesthetics. Edited and read by Martin Grimsmann and Lutz Hansen

MP3-CD 150 min., in German, 12,- Euro

Content: The types of dramatic poetry and their main historical moments a. The principle of tragedy, comedy and drama b. The difference between ancient and modern dramatic poetry c. The concrete development of dramatic poetry and its forms a) Greeks aa) Tragedy bb) Comedy b) modern world aa) tragedy bb) drama cc) comedy

Order at info@hegel-system.de

<>
G.W.F. Hegel: Introduction of the Lecture on the Philosophy of Religion Edited and read by Martin Grimsmann and Lutz Hansen and Klaus Corcilius

MP3-CD 4 hours, in German, 17,- Euro

Content: A. The relation of philosophy of religion to its premises and to principles of time I. The Dividing of Religion with the Free, Secular Consciousness II The position of philosophy of religion in relation to philosophy and religion III The relation of the philosophy of religion to the temporal principles of relative consciousness B. Preliminary questions C. Classification I. General concept of religion II The judgment or the religion in question III The Revealed Religion Beginning of the Concept of Religion: From God

Order at info@hegel-system.de

<>
G.W.F. Hegel: Introduction to the Lectures on the History of Philosophy Edited and read by Martin Grimsmann and Lutz Hansen

MP3-CD 6 hours, in German, 19,- Euro

Order at info@hegel-system.de


MP3-CD 10 hours, in German, 19,- Euro

Order at info@hegel-system.de

Content:

